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Proviso, Disclaimer
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This handbook is written around the application, design, and assembly of transceiver to PC sound card interfaces. Included in this handbook are sections that describe the theory, application, setup and operation of the interface.

I'll also cover the assembly procedures, testing and setup, along with various internet links for software drivers associated with the diagrams and schematics in this handbook. Although these interfaces will function with more than fifty different types or modes of operation associated with Amateur Radio, for simplicity, I will reference operation with PSK31, SSTV, MFSK, RTTY, PACKET and CW using the Creative Labs “sound-blaster 16™” as the signal processor.

Most all materials, components, and parts are available from BUX CommCo, or on the world wide web at: www.BUXcommco.com. Ordering information is also found at: www.PacketRadio.com/PSK31.htm.

I'll reference assembly procedures, system setup, testing, and web links to find software to operate in PSK31, WSJT, MFSK16, RTTY, SSTV, Hellschreiber, and CW modes using the sound card in your PC as the signal processor.

My designs are created for use by HAM Radio operators. This is a relatively new way for HAMs to enjoy the fun and pleasure found in the digital modes of HAM Radio. These designs are ideal for ham club construction projects and for individual hams who like to build their own equipment.
What is PSK31?

The software that implements PSK31 with a Windows PC and soundcard is a program written and developed by Peter Martinez G3PLX. Much of the credit for PSK31 goes to Peter for the in-depth work he has put into this fun-filled digital mode. Two of the most significant features that make this the ideal mode for digital communications is the extremely narrow bandwidth, and the fact that it is highly immune to noise and QRM.

As the name implies, PSK (phase shift keying) modulates the phase of a carrier, and the number "31" references the actual bandwidth (31 Hz) occupied by the PSK31 signal. NOTICE that I referenced “hertz” (Hz) and NOT kilo-Hertz.

Phase modulation has more advantages than CW, since CW uses amplitude (On/Off) keying. In a noisy or distorted propagation environment, the amplitude of a signal will shift and vary much more than the phase of a signal.

The baud rate used by PSK31 is 31.25 baud. This is fast enough to handle most operators manual typing capabilities, a speed of about 50 words per minute. It is intended as a means of keyboard to keyboard communication between two or more operators using a very small amount of frequency spectrum. When compared to CW (Morse code), PSK31 is a much more resourceful operating mode.

By comparing the small bandwidth of PSK31 and measuring its gain against a CW filter of 500 Hz; 

$$10 \times \log \left( \frac{500}{31} \right) \text{ dB} = 12 \text{ dB},$$

promptly reveals that a CW transmitter must put out 15 to 18 times more power than a PSK31 transmitter to achieve the same signal to noise ratio at the PSK31 receiving station.

This is the rationale and reason the PSK31 operating mode has gained so much popularity in such a short time. The end result is that a HAM can operate with much reduced power and smaller antenna installations. For example; My 20 meter, 14.073 MHz, PSK31 “dipole” antenna, is located in the attic of my garage (about 14 feet above ground).

If you have a PC that is in the 100 MHz (486 or later) class with a 16 bit Sound Blaster (or "Creative Labs" compatible) sound card, and an HF SSB transceiver, you've hit "pay-dirt." From here on, everything is a picture of simplicity in itself.

My favorite passion when talking about PSK31 is to make note of how it conserves our precious spectrum. PSK31 is not a frequency hog; It's very narrow bandwidth of 31 Hz... yes, hertz, not kilohertz, allows us to have a dozen or more QSOs in a one kHz (1000 Hz) band pass. Add to all this, the fact that the narrow bandwidth of PSK31 reduces QRN and QRM. For the record, I've worked over 100 countries on PSK31, and I've yet to run more than 50 watts to make a DX contact.

As an author of many books and magazine columns for the past 40 years, my typing speed is fluent at 60 to 70 words per minute. My point is that I am hard pressed to keep up with the speed in which PSK31 handles my typing speed to the target station. It's not uncommon to read most stations at 30 to 50 wpm. PSK31 provides us with plenty of fun and so far, it's been a "rush" for me. In my 55 years as a HAM, this mode is the most tantalizing of them all. If you’ve ordered one of the RASCAL interfaces from BUX CommCo, likely you also received a disk with Moe Wheatly, AE4JY, WinPSK program on it. Install the program and connect only the sound card LINE IN, to your HF transceiver external speaker port and tune to 14073.00 LSB and watch the waterfall screen for vertical, yellow, scrolling of PSK31 signals.
Some of the frequencies where you may find PSK31 activity are:

1838.150  
3580.150  
7035.150  
10140.150  
14070.150  
18100.150  
21080.150  
24920.150  
28120.150

**PTT:**

Later in this handbook, I’ll include a glossary of terms relating to PSK31, and similar sound card driven, digital modes. To prepare you for present definitions, I will give a brief description of a few terms I will be using in the text that follows.

The red “light-emitting-diode” (LED) is a low current LED used to indicate that the **Push To Talk** (PTT) circuit has been activated. In the text that follows, when I use the term “PTT” it will reference “push-to-talk.” When discussing the use of an automatic PTT function, I am referring to the execution of either RTS, or DTR by the software being used to activate the selected comport.

The purpose of the LED is to indicate the PTT is active. In most of the diagrams and schematics in this handbook, the option to select either RTS, or DTR will be shown or displayed. Although RTS is the PTT method of choice by most HAMs, in most applications, both RTS and DTR can be enabled in the interface through the use of isolating diode(s).

![PTT circuit diagram](image)

In the above drawing, I’ve illustrated how both RTS and DTR lines can be enabled using the 1N4148/1N914 isolating diodes. Driven by the software for PSK31, this circuit provides “automatic” PTT control of the transceiver between transmit and receive. Note that we use an opto-coupler, or optoisolator IC to provide isolation between the PC sound card ground and the transceiver (radio) ground. This type PTT circuit provides a greater degree of isolation from ground loops and possible RF feedback, than the transistor PTT switch in the next diagram.

![Transistor PTT circuit diagram](image)

In the above diagram, I’ve illustrated how both RTS and DTR lines can be enabled using the 1N4148/1N914 isolating diodes. Driven by the software for PSK31, this circuit provides “automatic” PTT control of the transceiver between transmit and receive. Note that we use an opto-coupler, or optoisolator IC to provide isolation between the PC sound card ground and the transceiver (radio) ground. This type PTT circuit provides a greater degree of isolation from ground loops and possible RF feedback, than the transistor PTT switch in the next diagram.

The transistor automatic PTT circuit is an effective circuit, and performs the same changeover between transmit and receive as the opto-isolator circuit shown above, however, the isolating characteristics of this transistor circuit are not as good.

PSK31 has allowed us to return to a keyboard to keyboard form of communications, as a one on one QSO and away from the BBS, and non-emotional modes that we became accustomed to with Packet radio. Even round-table discussions can be enjoyed using PSK31.
AND, IT’S ALMOST FREE:

When the prospective PSK31 user discovers PSK31 for the first time, a look of both extreme pleasure, and amazed disbelief appears on their face. WOW, we’ve just discovered a mode that is so much fun, yet, it’s almost FREE! After a few days of operating PSK31, the internet becomes obscured in the mist of all the fun we’re having “doing” PSK31.

Nope, we don’t have to purchase a special terminal controller, no special radio, no heavy outlay of cash, all we have to do is obtain a copy of the “FREE” PSK31 software from one of the many web sites, or from the disk I ship with the RASCAL PSK31 interface(s).

There are several search engines near the bottom of “www.PacketRadio.com”, use one of these search engines and search on “PSK31 software” and you’ll be surprised to see all the free software for this and many other software modes.

ATTENUATOR; YES OR NO:

Yes, we should consider the use of some level of attenuation either into the sound card or out of the sound card into the transceiver. I think the easiest way to approach this is to understand first that modern day transceivers are designed for inputs into the transceiver for SSB, FM, AFSK, RTTY, and in some cases, SSTV. We should maintain the levels similar to those we normally use when using a microphone.

Since many transceivers that we will be using are beyond ten (10) years since their purchase, some of us will be using the microphone port for our PSK31 input. If this is the case, and you plan to drive the microphone with your sound card (LINE OUT), then the level from the sound card should be comparable to the output level of your microphone.

But I’ve already said that haven’t I? YES, I have, but I want to press the point. In this case, we will need to employ padding of about 40 DB. I refer to these attenuators as “pads.” This term comes from a time when we referred to it as “padding the signal down.” For the new HAM, padding down of a signal can reference either audio or radio frequencies (AF / RF).

To keep it simple, I’ve drawn an attenuator “pad” above. Again, it is a device that is simple to build since it employs only two resistors. Unless your sound card is a slam-dunk’n, speaker popper, you should be able to get by with quarter watt sized resistors.

While many sound blaster™ compatible sound cards have the capability to be set for high or low level outputs, they are almost always providing outputs which are much to high for the input level to the microphone port of our transceiver.

Now that we’ve discussed the opening topics of PSK31, let’s look now to the actual building of the PSK31 interface. When we finish this section of this hand book, we’ll go into the application of the software, and the simple set of setup procedures.

On the pages that follow, I have provided you with many of the more popular PC sound card to transceiver interface schematics. Following the diagrams section, I’ll include an overview, and layout of the PC board that we use for the RASCAL (Radio And Sound Card Audio Link) interfaces. All the parts shown in the “overview & layout” section are available from BUX CommCo at: www.BUXcommco.com
PSK31 Operating Hints and Tips:

One of the best beginner (and veteran use) PSK31 programs is WinPSK by Moe Wheatley AE4JY. Up front, the program is so easy to understand. It’s straight-forward display exposes defined icons and mouse-over brief explanations of each icon.

Perhaps the flair that makes WinPSK excel is the very well written users support document, also written by Moe. Not only is Moe talented at writing code and building software, he has the a gift to build the documentation to support his code and software. I can attest to the fact that it takes the “right-stuff” for a software writer to describe how to use and apply the code he/she has written. You will more fully understand when you begin using the latest version of WinPSK.

The best way to become familiar with WinPSK is to start playing with it and clicking away on things. In actual operation, learning to use the left, right, arrow keys for moving to the receive signal frequency is very handy. There usually is never a need to touch the mouse to be able to tune in a PSK31 signal.

The actual Transmit/Receive frequency is your USB radio dial frequency setting plus the audio frequency displayed in WinPSK. If using LSB, you subtract the audio frequency from your dial setting. For example if your transceiver is in the USB mode and reads 14070.00 KHz and your audio frequency is 1500 Hz, then your actual transmit/receive frequency is 14071.50 KHz.

The TX and RX frequencies are limited between 200 and 3500 Hz,, however it is best to stay away from the edges because transmitters may have some frequency limitations as well as some soundcards. (This may explain some of the weird asymmetric signals observed from time to time)

Don't send all your text as UPPER CASE letters. PSK31 was designed to send the most commonly used letters such as 'e' and 't' much faster than lesser used letters such as 'z'. Uppercase letters take a LOT longer to send and just slow down your transmission. Type as you would normally and capitalize letters as needed. A common practice is to send callsigns in upper case. WinPSK converts your call and "Theircall" to upper case automatically when using macros.

Make sure your PC time and date are set correctly. WinPSK assumes your PC's date, time, and time zone settings are correct.

If you need more screen area, go to the View menu and uncheck the toolbar and status bar views. This will give a bit more area for the program. Adjust the screen size so the bottom part of the screen does not have a scroll bar since that wastes room as well. Also if try using the small display fonts option in the Window's Display Setup.

Use the drag and drop capability of WinPSK with care. Dragging text into the transmit edit box while transmitting or into the middle of the transmitted text is asking for trouble. It's best to do all the "dragg'n and drop'n" BEFORE starting a transmission. The same goes for pasting text from the clipboard into the TX text window while transmitting. If you must do it, make sure you paste at the end of the text.

Try using the QPSK mode when conditions get rough. In many circumstances, using QPSK will greatly improve reception due to it's error correcting capability. WinPSK was designed to tune in QPSK signals as easily as BPSK.

IMD measurements are only guidelines at best. They are ONLY valid when the incoming signal is VERY strong, only during several seconds of PSK31 "idle" transmission, and the propagation path is free of QSB.
AFTER YOUR RASCAL INTERFACE IS CONNECTED;...

PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT!

With PSK31, the first thing I do is set my transceiver for normal single side-band (SSB) operation. I turn off any speech processing and after I have the microphone level properly set for PSK31, I don’t change this setting again.

All future levels are set into and out of the sound card using the volume and wav controls built into the PC sound card “control panel” software. Set the transmit audio level so the transceiver “Transmit Drive” level is reduced low enough so that no ALC action is observed. This is how I avoid creating phase distortion or overdriving the input to my transceiver.

If you cannot use the sound card “Control Panel” in Windows to decrease the output level of your sound card to meet the level requirements of your microphone or accessory data I/O input, then use the coarse level control built into the BUX ISO interface. This is a variable potentiometer (pot) inside the ISO interface used to reduce the LINE OUT level to your transceiver MIC or accessory port.

The idea is to keep your signal level low enough to have a clean PSK31 signal on the air. As an example, if your transceiver is rated at 100 watts output, set the transmit audio so that your power output is at or below half power, or between 30 and 50 watts. Believe me, this is enough power to make all the PSK31 contacts you can handle... even on “field day.”

You can use “Settings” icon from the menu in WinPSK or the “configure” icon in DigiPan II to select “Rx Level”, or “Spectrum Drive” to set the receive level to the sound card LINE IN.

While we’re discussing sound card I/O levels, in case of feedback (usually “motorboating”), which may be caused by the common ground of the soundcard input and output, “MUTE” the “line in” ON THE “VOLUME CONTROL” panel under Windows or in your PSK31 software at configure/transmit/check ‘Mute’. This change will stop the sound in your PC speakers, but it may also stop the motor-boating of your PSK31 transmit signal.

So the message is well understood, let me say it in another way. The Microphone and Line inputs on the Volume Control panel, controls the SOUND to the speakers (not the spectral display) and muting these inputs will render no sound (receive) from the computer speakers, but the transceiver speaker can still be used to audibly monitor the PSK31 signal if you so desire.

If you are using the external speaker jack for receive audio to the sound card, then a 3.5 MM plug and two-jack splitter may be required to feed both an external speaker and the sound card. This is because the internal transceiver speaker will be muted by the closed-circuit (opened) jack.

SETTING UP THE VOLUME CONTROL THE FIRST TIME:
PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT!

Before we get into actually using it, we must make sure the Volume Control is configured to display and control the devices and audio streams we're going to use for PSK31 and/or SSTV.

1) Open the Windows Volume Control. On most systems, you can open it by double-clicking on the small "speaker" icon at the lower right of the Task Bar.

2) From the Options menu, select Properties.

3) In the window that appears, there will be a "Adjust Volume For" frame. Select the Recording option.

4) In the list of available controls, make sure the LINE or MIC control is selected, (whichever you're using) and that the "Wave In", "Wave Record", and "Record Control" controls are selected, if available. Then, click the OK button.

5) The second window will disappear, leaving you with a window titled "Recording Control". This is where you'll set which device to use for the recording stream. (receive)

6) Make sure the checkbox for the LINE, MIC, or 'Auxiliary' devices is selected, (whichever you're using) the "Volume:" slider for that control is set to 50% to 75%, and that the "Balance" slider is centered. At this point, you may want to disable recording on unused inputs, to reduce noise. You can do that by clearing the checkbox for each input as desired. You're now finished with the initial setup to receive PSK31.

7) Again from the Options menu, select Properties. This time, though, select "Playback" in the "Adjust Volume For" frame, then click the OK button.

8) Make sure the "Wave" checkbox is NOT selected. (muted) Set this control to roughly 50% to 75%, and center the "Balance" slider. The "Wave" slider, in combination with the "Volume Control" slider, controls the playback, or transmit level. This completes the initial configuration.

Fine Tuning our initial receive and transmit adjustments:

Now that we've made the initial adjustments, we can fine-tune the Volume Control for best operation with your PSK31 program, sound card, and radio. Here are the basic things to keep in mind:

* The "Wave" slider controls the transmit level, in combination with the "Volume Control" slider.
* The Volume Control slider controls both the level going to your computer speakers, (receive or transmit) and the overall transmit level.
* The MIC, LINE IN, or AUXILLARY controls the receive level.

Notice that running the software Volume Control slider up and down will change the level of the receive audio going to your speakers, but it does not change the actual level of the recording (receive) stream. If you mute the input you're using to receive PSK31 from, the audio will no longer be delivered to the speakers, but it will still be delivered to your PSK31 program.

This feature can be used to break the feedback loops that can occur if you use the phone patch or external audio connections on the rear apron of your transceiver.

For more info about PSK31 setup, on the Web, VISIT: http://www.packetradio.com/bbbb.htm
Let’s first open the **RASCAL** kit and view the diagram... become familiar with who’s on first... and ‘what’s on third’

![RASCAL](image)

( **RASCAL™** = “Radio And Sound Card Audio Link” )

When we receive the **RASCAL™** ISO-KIT, we examine the parts and open the diagram. Look over the schematic and get an idea of how the parts should be arranged on the PC board (PCB). We look it over and quickly learn that the interface that everyone has been telling you that it is so large and difficult, is not at all complicated. In fact, it is an easy, and straight-forward assembly that can easily be completed in a couple of hours. Soon you are on the air operating PSK31, SSTV, MFSK, RTTY or Packet.

It only takes a few minutes to look over the drawing and become familiar with who’s on first... and ‘what’s on third’!

Use a small tip (pre-tinned preferred), pencil type soldering iron (35-40 watt). If available, use a controlled heat solder station. For instance, I use the Weller WLC-100 variable heat (controlled) solder station with an ST-1 tip installed, when building the pre-assembled sound card to transceiver interfaces. Keep tip clean, I use a small damp (with water, of course) sponge from Radio Shack to keep my tips clean.
THE CAVEATS!!!:

Without beating a subject to bits... and bytes, I want to drive home a simple statement, and request. If you are new to soldering, there is one cardinal rule. **DO NOT overheat wires that are shielded!** When soldering shielded wires, the center conductor may have a thin layer of insulation that can melt quickly and allow a short to occur between the center conductor and the shield. When this happens, there will be no output or the shielded cable will not perform the function for which it was intended.

Too much heat can be as damaging as not enough heat. As soon as the solder flows in the wire to wire or wire to connection joint, remove the soldering iron. Be sure to use a good rosin-core solder. DO NOT use acid core solder or cleaner. As an added assist, I use a "LUXO" lighted Magnifier to view the small components, and solder traces... as something happened to my eye-sight when I passed 60 years of age... a few years ago.

AVOIDING RF FEEDBACK (SQUEALS):

While building PSK31, and SSTV, interfaces between PC sound card LINE IN, and LINE OUT to various HF and VHF transceivers, I've learned many valuable lessons. Some of these I'm committing to print to help you resolve a problem before it arises.

The first problem I encountered was when I had my computer too far away from my transceiver. I built the interface, and had long leads (over 4 feet) from the computer Line IN, Line Out, and serial comport (PTT control) to the interface printed circuit board. Then I had another 4 feet of cable from the interface printed circuit board (PCB) to the transceiver input/output (I/O).

This is where most RF problems occur. Although shielded, these long leads tend to capture stray RF and in turn, it would reach the microphone, or accessory I/O jack. Combined with the PSK31 audio signal, this RF component would become 'base rectified' in the transceiver audio circuits, thus creating a squeal in my transmitted (on air) signal. You'll notice in most of my RASCAL and ISO kits, that I provide LINE IN and LINE OUT cables that have large ferrite cores molded into the cables. These ferrite cores serve as RF chokes to prevent RF ingress into the sound card input and output lines. In addition, we can circumvent this problem, by making the leads from the Line IN, Line Out, and serial comport (PTT) to the interface PCB, as short as possible. A two to 4 foot lead length from the PC to the interface control box, on each Line and the serial comport is enough. You'll find that most computers have all the sound card jacks, and comport connections within a few inches of each other on the back of most PCEes.

Using the same strategy for the PCB to transceiver input/output jacks, let's try to maintain these leads as short as possible, if possible, less than three feet long. Another RF problem can occur when the interface is placed too close to the PC monitor (screen). Some stray EMF/RF can be induced into the lines or interface transformers and create noise to or from the transceiver. Avoid close proximity between the interface PCB and the PC monitor.

DC BLOCKING CAPACITORS:

In most **RASCAL**-KITS distributed by BUX CommCo, we include small, tantalytic capacitor (see photo below).

![Capacitor](image)

This is often a 'polarized' capacitor (NOTE a plus (+) marking near the positive lead). The value of this compact sized capacitor is around 3.3 ufd, and may be as large as 6.8 microfarad (ufd). The voltage rating should be 25 to 50 volts. The purpose of the cap is to provide DC isolation in the microphone input on transceivers which may supply a low bias voltage to excite 'electret' type microphones. If you find that you have one of these caps in your ISO-KIT, but are not using the microphone input for your PSK31 interface, then lay the small tantalytic aside or, at your option, install it in the transmit audio input to your transceiver anyway. If you elect to use this capacitor, **BE SURE to install it with the PLUS (+) lead towards the microphone input or the transceiver audio input**. The remaining lead connects toward the (RED) isolation (PSK31 Tx audio out) transformer lead. If the coupling capacitor has no polarity markings, then no specific pin direction or installation scheme is necessary.
UNDERSTANDING DIODE MARKINGS AND INSTALLATION:

 SYMBOL

 ANODE CATHODE

 "Band End"

 ANODE 1N4148 CATHODE 1N914

 PICTORIAL

To help you fully understand and identify the markings on the diode(s) used in the ISO-KITS, I've drawn a symbol and picture help the user relate the symbol definition to a pictorial of a diode.

The RASCAL™ ISOLation Transformers:

All RASCAL and ISO kits contain isolation transformers. Look at the color of the covering around the transformer winding. A "RED" tape/cover indicates a 1:1 turns ratio winding or in the case of the RASCAL, a 600 to 600 ohms (BUXFMR6K6) isolation transformer. In most (all) applications, a "RED" transformer is used in the transmit (sound card OUT), to accessory jack, Patch In, and microphone inputs.

In many cases, the same type (color) transformer will be used in the accessory, Patch OUT, and Data Out ports. If your kit uses (extracts) audio from the external speaker jack (usually marked 'Ext Spkr'), one of the isolation transformers may have a 'BLUE' covering. This is a 1000 ohm to 8 ohm (BUXFMR1K8) isolation transformer. The 8 ohm side will be wired towards the external (8 ohm) speaker jack of your transceiver, while the 1000 ohm (side marked "P") is wired to the sound card, tip and sleeve (ring is not used) shielded, "LINE IN," (usually a 3.5 mm plug/jack). Please notice in the diagram(s) that the computer sound card is be isolated from the transceiver. This is our main purpose for using the "isolation transformers." Most of my diagrams reflect the correct measures for maintaining the isolation characteristic of the interface.

To further define... the ground/shields on the transceiver side of the isolation transformers and Optocoupler may be considered one set (Digital Ground) of grounds, while the shield/grounds on the PC side of the 'isolation' transformers and opto-coupler are considered as a (transceiver/earth grounds) separate ground set.

The transformers used in the RASCAL (BUX CommCo interfaces) will have a "P" printed on one side of the "RED" and 'BLUE' transformer winding cover. This "P" indicates the 'Primary' winding, or the first layer placed onto the bobbin, or core. Some diagrams will note the position of the transformer in the circuit, relative to this "P" winding indicator.

NOTE: On most all isolation transformers, there are three leads on each side. The center lead from each side of the transformer is the "Center-Tap" and is not often used. This center-tap may be cut off, or simply folded back onto the winding, and taped out of the way. Insure that it does not touch any other component or any metallic surface of the transformer.

In some interface part kits, there may be a small electrolytic capacitor(s) rated at 5 yo 10 uF. One such kit is the Yaesu FT-847 (RASCAL model 3). Another one is the RASCAL model 20 kit that is used with many hand-held transceivers. Notice the small print on the capacitor, and note the lead identified with a plus (+) sign. Remember that this is the lead that goes toward the radio Data I/O connector (yep, I had to use my handy magnifier to see it, but it's there).

On most diagrams that I provide for your PSK31 interface, I try to display the I/O (accessory, Mic, Data In/Out, Patch I/O...etc), port connector as a pictorial. This is to help you identify of the connector pin-outs. I draw these diagrams so the connector illustration shows the back side, or solder side view of the pins. Again, a "caveat" PLEASE; Verify the connections against your transceiver/radio manual. I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR MISTAKES, ERRORS, OR OMISSIONS!
There's always that one final little 'knit-bite' that is the "got'cha" for many new HAMs who've never had the chance to
work with integrated circuits. I've drawn an IC (shown above) similar to the 4N33 or 4N37 that are used in many of my
RASCAL, PSK31 interfaces. NOTE, that pin 1 is identified by a small, almost obscure circle just above the pin (1) location.
IF…. The dot is not on the IC, then use the small notch to help you identify pin one (1). Hold the opto-isolator (IC) so you
are looking into the notch. Pin one (1) is the pin on the right side, nearest you. I hope my illustration will clarify pin
identification of the 4N33 and 4N37 opto-coupler/opto-isolator/phototransistor.

**LED "Flat Side"**

Red LED
"Long Lead"

For PTT using RTS line, use
GREEN wire. For PTT using
DTR, use RED wire.

R3 is only used in RASCAL 3 and RASCAL 20
kits. The value of R3 is 2k (2000 ohms) Free end
of R3 connects to junction of C1 and
transmit audio lead.

C1= 0.33 to 1 uf capacitor

** NOTE: When External Speaker is
used for receive audio, T2 has "BLUE"
winding covering. BLUE = 1K to 8 ohms.
When low-level, or accessory jack audio
is used, T2 has "RED" winding covering.
"RED" = 600 to 600 ohms.

3.5mm External Speaker plug is used when T2 has
BLUE covering. When MIC is used for Tx AF & PTT.
NOTE: Some Yaesu transceivers use the "ring" of a
3.5mm "stereo" plug for receive AF. Be sure to check
the AF OUT connector on the RASCAL schematic diagram.

TOP VIEW (COMPONENT SIDE) OF PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD. SOLDER TRACES "shown" ARE ON BOTTOM OF PC BOARD.
NOTES: PC board is available at; www.BUXcommco.com

- PTT minus (-) may be same as “bare-wire” connection.
- *Reference to R3 applies only to RASCAL models R-3 and R-20
- Use Sound Card software controls for Receive and Transmit “fine” settings.
- For easier soldering of 13 pin DIN connectors, cut away any unused pins.
- Sound Card Plugs, LINE IN (Mic IN) = GREEN, and LINE OUT (Spkr Out) = WHITE.
- Pin 1 is identified by a small dot on top of IC or left of notch (top view).
- “P” = Indicates “Primary” winding of transformer.


LEFT: Then we do a parts-check against the diagram.... I always include more parts than are shown on the diagram, including the solder!

RIGHT: Carefully follow the diagram and begin the assembly of our interface by dressing the cable ends first.

NOTE 1. NO, the RS-232 is already wired… I placed the DB25 in the photo just to get your attention!!!

NOTE 2. In the sound card cable, the lead with a RED and a WHITE wire…clip or cut off the white wire so that only the RED wire and shield remain.

- (LEFT) Once completed, the ‘RASCAL’ printed circuit board is ready to be fitted into its interface case.
- (RIGHT) Drill a 3/16 inch exit hole for the RED LED transmit indicator.
Next we drill the interface cable exit. Once the 3/8 inch hole is made, a pair of dikes can open the exit hole so the input/output cables can drop in.

I use wide "hook-N-loop" (Velcro) to attach the PCB inside the case. And.. if it ever becomes necessary to adjust the transmit "coarse" level, the "live hinge" lid provides easy to access.

Success and pride are so sweet. Now you're ready to plug-N-play.... PSK31, SSTV, MFSK, RTTY, sound card Packet and more!!

PRELIMINARY TESTS AND SETUP FOR PSK31 OPERATION:

It is wise to build the interface PTT circuit first. This is the circuit that surrounds the IC (4N25, or 4N37). Once you have this part of the PSK31/SSTV PTT circuit around the IC (4N37) complete and working, the rest of the project is straightforward.

Before you begin the interface transformer hookup, you should make sure the red LED comes on when the PSK program is placed into transmit mode. If it does not light up when program PTT is executed, then you should recheck your wiring. Make sure you have the PTT circuit working, before you proceed further.

First, make sure the red LED is not installed backwards. The LONG lead of the LED should be wired towards the comport DB9 pin 7, RTS (DB25, pin 4). The short lead should be connected toward pin 1 of the IC. A resistor, (R1) may be in the LED short lead to pin 1 of the IC. In which case, the other end of R1 connects to IC, pin 1. Pin two (2) of the IC connects to comport ground, or where the bare lead from the RS232 comport is attached. The Red LED should only illuminate (turn ON) when the PSK31 Program is placed into transmit.

HOW TO TEST THE PTT CIRCUIT: * Resistor values may vary!!

To test the circuit without having to load the software, and while you are at your work area, you can use a 9 volt battery and connect it across pin 5 “negative” and 7 “positive” of the DB9. (For a DB25, pin 7 is negative and pin 4 is positive) connector. Connect the negative terminal to DB9 pin 5, and positive terminal to DB9 pin 7; The Red LED should illuminate (turn ON)! Remove the 9 volts and the LED should turn OFF. To further test your PTT circuit action; With the 9 volt battery connected across DB9 pins 5 & 7, connect an ohmmeter, black lead (minus) to pin 4 of the IC, and the red (plus) lead to pin 5 of the IC. You should read a lower resistance when the 9 volt battery is connected. Remove the 9 volt battery from the DB9 connector (- to pin 5 and + to pin 7), and the ohmmeter should indicate an "open" (or high resistance) circuit. RTS means "Ready-To-Send" this is the signal on pin seven (7) of the DB9 that is executed when you enter “transmit” in your PSK31 program software. Using WINPSK (supplied on the disk), go into the “SETTINGS” menu and using the GENERAL settings, set RTS active for PTT. Be sure to set the software to the comport in use by your PSK interface.
Fine Tuning, or initial receive and transmit adjustments: Let's make the initial adjustments to the RASCAL™ interface. We can fine-tune the Volume Control for best operation with your PSK31 program, sound card, and radio. Here are the basic things to keep in mind:

* The "Wave" slider controls the transmit level, in combination with the "Volume Control" slider.
* The Volume Control slider controls both the level going to your computer speakers, (receive or transmit) and the overall transmit level.
* The MIC, LINE IN, or AUXILLARY controls the receive level.

Notice that running the software Volume Control slider up and down will change the level of the receive audio going to your speakers, but it does not change the actual level of the recording (receive) stream. If you mute the input you're using to receive PSK31, the audio will no longer be delivered to the speakers, it will still be delivered to your PSK31 program.

**If possible, turn OFF all audio processors and ALC controls!** With the latter, be sure there is **NO ALC action when you begin operating PSK31.** Most all HF transceivers are not rated for 100% duty cycle. Remember, PSK31 is considered a “key down” (100% duty cycle) mode. When operating PSK31 on SSB or the HF bands: **DO NOT use the audio speech processor, turn it OFF. Use the transceiver VOX as a last resort for transmitter PTT.** Reduce the RF output power, level to less than 50%.

**SOFTWARE SETUP FOR PSK31:** Using a program like “WinPSK,” enter your call sign using the “Settings” / “General Setup” menu. Here you can enter your call and other program setup items such as the Comport number and PTT (RTS) settings. Your call sign should now appear at the top of the WinPSK screen instead of the text,... “Call Sign Not Set”. You can do the soundcard level setup using the Tx and Rx levels shown under the “Settings” menu. Use the built-in wave file player and recorder to get familiar with your sound card’s mixer settings and capability. The mixer control is used to set both the receive audio level to the PSK program as well as set the “coarse” level setting to your transmitter. If you are using the MIC input, you should use the radio’s mic gain for precise level adjustments. It is also a very good idea to disable all the various Windows sounds if you have only one sound card, especially if you are using VOX PTT control.

**SPECIFIC RADIO SETTINGS:**

If you are using the **13 pin DIN** port of a Kenwood **TS-570S** transceiver:

Set Menu # 33 AF IN to 0  
Set Menu # 34 AF OUT to 9

If you are using the **13 pin DIN** port of a Kenwood **TS-870S** transceiver:

Set Menu # 20 PKT IN to 0  
Set Menu # 21 PKT OUT to 9

FYI, good frequencies to begin operating PSK31 is at:  
20 mtrs @ **14.070 MHz**, **USB** & 80 Mtrs @ **3.580 MHz**

73 es I hope to QSO w/U on PSK31 soon, de Buck Rogers K4ABT@BUXcommco.com

**ADDENDUM “B”**

The document that follows is printed here with permission of the author of WinPSK, Moe Wheatley AE4JY.

I have selected WINPSK as the program of choice for the new PSK31 operator because of its ease of understanding and many useful features that intrigue even the seasoned veteran PSK operator. WINPSK and supporting docs are supplied on disk with each RASCAL soundcard to transceiver interface shipped from BUX CommCo.
WinPSK User Guide

Ver. 2.10

by

Moe Wheatley, AE4JY
ae4jy@mindspring.com
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1. Getting Started

1.1. Introduction

PSK31 is an amateur radio communications mode introduced by Peter Martinez, G3PLX, that uses phase modulation and special character coding. It allows robust narrow bandwidth keyboard "Chat" type communications between two or more stations.

This document was written to describe how to use the WinPSK program that evolved while experimenting with DSP on a PC soundcard. This program was not intended to be a full featured program for serious PSK31 use, but rather as an example program using the PSKCore.DLL library.

1.2. Minimum System Requirements

WinPSK requires Windows 95,98, or NT 4.0 running on at least a 133MHz Pentium. Some have reported running it on 486DX's but is probably pushing it. It MUST have floating point capability. The screen resolution must be at least VGA 800x600. The program and its help documents eat up several Megs of disk space. The program needs several Meg of RAM.

Note: This program is a processor hog. Screen savers should be disabled and other processor intensive programs should probably be suspended while running WinPSK. If a message pops up saying "CPU Too Slow" then you need to try a faster PC or need to turn off whatever is chewing up CPU time.

1.3. Program Installation

The program consists of an executable file "WinPSK.exe" and a single library file "PskCore.dll". These files can be placed anywhere but is probably best to create a new folder(directory) for it say at C:\WinPSK\. If online help is desired then you also need the file "WinPSK.hlp" and "WinPSK.cnt" to also be in the same directory. Windows will create a few other files if Help is used. The dll file can also be placed in the Windows/System/ folder but it's probably best to keep it in the same folder as the main program file Winpsk.exe.

1.4. Program Removal

To remove this program, just delete all the files in the folder where WinPSK.exe file resides.

Purists may also want to go into "Regedit" and look in the "HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software" folder for a registry key called "AE4JY Software", select it and hit delete and your system should no longer have any knowledge of WinPSK. Leaving this key may eat up a few bytes of disk space but will not affect any other programs. If you look at the list of programs in this folder, you will probably find remnants of all sorts of old programs.

1.5. Running WinPSK

Once the program is placed in the directory you wish, just double click on it in Explorer and it should begin operation.

Hint: while in Explorer, select WinPSK.exe with the mouse and RIGHT click on it. A menu will pop up and select "Create Shortcut". A Windows shortcut to WinPSK will now appear in Explorer and you can drag it off onto your desktop or anywhere else. WinPSK can now be executed by clicking on the new shortcut, even though it is not located in the folder as all the rest of the files.

1.5.1 Tuning in a PSK31 Signal

If your soundcard is working and you already have it connected to your transceiver, then WinPSK should begin running. Clicking the left mouse button in the spectrum display will change the receive frequency marker position. Try clicking it back on a signal to see if you can get it to receive. If the display is not showing anything, you may need to adjust your soundcard Recorder mixer volume control.
Here is a properly tuned BPSK signal. Note the vertical vector view and that the dotted cursor is at the peak of the signal.

Here is a PSK signal that is not tuned in correctly because the dotted cursor is not at the center of the signal. Left click the cursor on the center of the signal to tune it in. On must be within about 25Hz of the peak in order for the software to find the center.

A squelch control should be yellow as it indicates the quality of the signal. Clicking in the squelch control will set the squelch threshold.

Consult the WinPSK Reference section of this help file for all the gritty details of the program. Don't be afraid to click around and see what happens.
2. Hardware Interface Setup

If your computer is already setup for using one of the other PSK31 programs, then you should be in business. All the soundcard levels and serial port connections should work okay without readjustment.

If this is a new system, then a bit more work is required. An interface from your PC soundcard to your radio is required. Unfortunately, the Soundcard was not designed as a radio interface and this is the trickiest part of PSK31 setup. Not all soundcards have the same inputs and outputs. Few radios have the same connector and signal pinouts, and so the PSK31 operator must be a little creative and dust off the soldering iron, buy a few connectors, and other assorted parts.

The basic setup is shown here. The serial port PTT control is optional. One can also use the radio VOX for control or manually activate the transmitter.

2.1. Sound Card / Radio Interface

Most soundcards that work under Windows should work okay with WinPSK. It needs to be a 16 bit type with preferably a "line IN" jack and perhaps a "line OUT" jack as well. The 16 bits refers to the audio resolution and NOT the PC bus type which can be ISA, PCI, USB, etc. as long as it is supported by Windows. The most expensive sound card is not always the best in terms of audio quality. Many $10 soundcards have better audio specs than the expensive "do everything" soundcards.

First lets look at the radio receive audio to soundcard connection. Most radios have an audio out jack on the back. Try to use a source that does not vary when you adjust the receiver volume. If your sound card has a "line IN" jack all that is needed is to run a shielded cable from the radio audio out to the line IN jack on the soundcard. If the soundcard only has a "MIC" input then you may have to attenuate the signal with a simple 2 resistor divider. Mic inputs vary. Some have a single audio input with the other channel used to supply power for a microphone. Usually the tip is the audio input.

The audio jacks on soundcards are the stereo type with two separate channels. WinPSK operates in the monophonic, single channel mode so either the "Right" or "Left" channel connection can be used. A typical cable wiring scheme is shown here. This is only a starting point. Your rig may require different connectors or attenuation.
2.2. PTT Interface

One can use their radio’s VOX control for PTT (be careful because other Windows programs may create sounds and beeps that will key up your transmitter!). Alternatively, one could just manually key their transmitter before placing WinPSK into the transmit mode.

If your computer has a spare serial COM port, a simple circuit such as the one shown can be used to key the transmitter automatically. The parts values are not very critical and you can substitute just about any NPN transistor and diode for the ones shown.

To Computer Serial Port

( for DB25 connector use Pin 4 RTS (or Pin 20 DTR) and Pin 7 GND )
3. Program Setup

Before going on the air, you should enter your call sign using the “Settings” -- “General Setup” menu. Here you can enter your call and some other program setup items such as the COM port PTT settings. Your call sign should now appear at the top of the WinPSK screen instead of the text "Call Sign Not Set". Most of the settings including last used TX and RX frequencies, display settings, etc. are saved upon program exit in the Window's registry.

Hint: If you wish to start fresh, run "regedit and find the "HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software" folder for a registry key called "AE4JY Software", select it and hit delete. WinPSK will start up next time using the default settings.

It's a good idea to make sure your sound card is installed properly and is working correctly before tackling the WinPSK soundcard level setup. Use the built in wave file player and recorder to get familiar with your sound card's mixer settings and capability. It can be activated from within WinSPK by going to the "Settings" menu and clicking on either the Rx or Tx Level adjust item. (If you are using NT or Win95, you will have to manually select the record option in the mixer control to set the receive volume) The mixer control is used to set both the receive audio level to the WinPSK program as well as set the "course" level setting to your transmitter. One should use their radio's mic gain for fine adjustments. The RECORDER mixer settings are used to control the receive audio level while the PLAYBACK mixer settings are used to set the transmitter audio level.

It is also a good idea to disable all the various Windows sounds, especially if you are using VOX PTT control.

3.1. Receive Audio Input Level

Once the interface is connected, the first thing to do is set your receive audio level. Tune your radio to a loud signal or carrier. Bring up your soundcard's Mixer program (or use the one that comes with Windows). The Mixer's RECORDER settings are the ones to use for adjusting the Receive audio levels. Select either the LINE or MIC IN control and set it mid way.

Click on the WinPSK Signal Display TAB labeled "Input". Adjust your recording Mixer controls for a signal display that is about half screen size on peaks. If the level is too high, the signal display will turn red. Here are some example settings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good Input level</th>
<th>Input Signal Too Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Good Input level" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Input Signal Too Low" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Signal Too High</th>
<th>Input Signal Too High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Input Signal Too High" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Input Signal Too High" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If in one of the spectral signal views, a red message will warn of too high audio.
You should now be able to start receiving PSK31 signals from off the air. Use one of the spectrum signal displays and just left click the mouse cursor close to a signal peak that looks like a PSK31 signal. Make sure the AFC is checked and the correct PSK31 mode (probably BPSK) is selected. Click on the bottom part of the squelch control until it turns yellow. This will “open” the squelch if it is set too high. Text should appear in the RX text window. See the section “Main Screen Overview” for a screen shot of a typical signal display while receiving.

3.2. Transmit Audio Level Adjustment

This is probably the trickiest part of PSK31 setup because one cannot see the actual signal spectrum coming out of their transmitter. You must guess at a good level then get someone to give you a critical signal report over the air. The Mixer’s PLAYBACK settings are the ones to use for adjusting the transmit audio levels.

Compounding the problem is the fact that the soundcard is producing around 1 volt of audio and the typical transmitter Microphone input needs only a few millivolts to drive it. One must be very careful to attenuate the soundcard signal by about 1/1000 before attempting to drive the microphone input.

A good rule of thumb is to not have any level control near it's extreme. The mixer control should not be at it's maximum or minimum and your radio MIC gain should not be at either extreme. If they are, then you may have to try a different resistor ratio in your cable’s attenuator.

The correct setting will vary from radio to radio. In general one should not drive the transmitter anywhere near it's rated power at least not at first. If you must error, error on under driving your rig until you are comfortable that your signal is clean then try bumping it up and see where your signal starts "getting wide" as observed by the receiving station.

Example of a good strong PSK signal. The noticeable sidebands are way down in amplitude.

Example of a PSK31 signal that is "Too Wide", probably from being overdriven. There are sidebands only about 15 dB down and the signal is interfering with another PSK31 station just above it in frequency.
4. WinPSK Reference

This section contains a detailed description of all the WinPSK features and controls.

4.1. Main Screen Overview

Here is a live screen shot showing all the major program controls.

![WinPSK Main Screen](image)

4.1.1. Window Size Setup

The size of the overall program frame can be adjusted by clicking and dragging the mouse cursor on the lower right hand “grabber” icon or moving the any edge of the frame with the mouse.

Internally, the vertical size of the receive text window and transmit text window can be adjusted by clicking and dragging the bottom of either frame. These sizes interact so it will take a bit of twiddling to get the three main windows the way you like. Try working from the top window down to the bottom window. The screen settings and position on your monitor are saved so you should only have to do this once.
4.2. Menu Items

4.2.1. File Menu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Save Rx Text</th>
<th>Ctrl+S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Save Rx Text As...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This menu is used to exit or to save off the current receive window text as a *.txt file. This is useful for archiving sessions of WinPSK or for logging purposes. The text file that is saved off can be viewed and edited using any text editor such as Notepad.

4.2.2. Edit Menu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Undo</th>
<th>Ctrl+Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paste</td>
<td>Ctrl+V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Ctrl+X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy</td>
<td>Ctrl+C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear Selection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The edit menu is the standard clipboard management menu for copying, pasting, cutting and clearing text from the Windows clipboard. The undo function is quite limited but may restore an accidental cut or paste operation.

4.2.3. View Menu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toolbar</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status Bar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This menu allows one to hide either or both the clipboard toolbar or the bottom time/status bar.
4.2.4. Wave File Setup

This menu allows the user to specify the data source for the PSK31 decoder and/or the destination for the PSK31 transmit audio data. Either the soundcard audio or a RIFF wav file can be used as input or output. Only 8000Hz sample rate 16 bit mono wave file formats are supported.

The “Select Input File..” button pops up a file selection dialog box to select the desired input wave file.

After selecting the input file, the file’s length in seconds is shown in the status box. Below that, one can specify a time offset in seconds in which to start decoding. This is useful to be able to move to any position within the file.

The “Select Output File..” button pops up a file selection dialog box to select the desired output wave file name. A time limit can be imposed on the output file in order to keep from exceeding ones disk space. Every minute of wave file recording takes roughly 1 megabyte of disk space.

Various combinations of input and outputs can be selected. Either the soundcard or a wave file can be selected as the decoder source.

The “Log Input to Output File” checkbox will save the input audio data to the specified output wave file.

The “Echo Input to Soundcard” checkbox will echo the input audio data to the soundcard output.

The “Log Tx to Output File” checkbox will save the transmit audio data to the specified output wave file.

The “Disable SoundCard Output” checkbox will inhibit the transmit audio from going to the sound card output.

4.2.5. Settings Menu

This is the Main menu for all the setup and configuration options. Clicking on one of the main items will bring up another menu or function.
4.2.5.1. User Call Sign

The user's ham call sign should be entered in the edit box. It is converted automatically to upper case letters. This call sign string is used by macros to insert your call sign into macro messages and CW ID. It also is displayed at the top of the program screen.

4.2.5.1.2. Duplex Satellite Mode

Checking this box will enable full duplex Rx and TX operation as well as invoke a special fast AFC mode that can track BPSK signals with up to +/-20Hz/Sec Doppler shift.

4.2.5.1.3. Echo TX Text in RX

If this box is checked, all text that is transmitted will be copied into the Receive text window. If Unchecked, the transmitted text will remain in the TX text window until the program goes back into receive mode.

4.2.5.1.4. Use Lower Sideband

Check this box if you are using lower sideband mode. It is only needed if you are using QPSK mode. BPSK mode does not matter.

4.2.5.1.5. Use Slash 'ZERO' character

Check this box if you wish text to display a zero with a 'slash' mark through it rather than a standard zero character. This makes it a bit easier to distinguish the letter O from a number 0. The actual character transmitted is still the ASCII character zero.

4.2.5.1.6. Use Local Time

If this box is checked, the local time instead of UTC time will be displayed and used by the macros.
4.2.5.1.7. Squelch Speed
This control allows the user to adjust how fast the Squelch control responds. The bigger the number the slower the action. In poor signal conditions, the slower squelch is better.

4.2.5.1.8. AFC Limit
This sets how far the AFC control will follow a signal. It places boundaries of +/- limit Hz on the AFC operation.

4.2.5.1.9. Frequency Display Setup
This allows the user to select the minimum and maximum frequency range to be displayed. Normally this should be the range of one’s IF filter. Displaying spectrum outside the passband of your receiver wastes screen area.

The Waterfall Color button invokes a dialog box to select a palette file (.pal) that can be used to change the color scheme of the waterfall display. The palette file format is compatible with Nino Porcino's "Stream" program palette files and so one can use them or make their own using a text editor like "Notepad".

The file consists of 256 lines where each line contains three comma separated numbers representing the intensity of RED, GREEN, and BLUE. Each numbers range is 0 to 255, where 255 is maximum intensity.

Each line represents a signal level where the first line is maximum signal strength and the last line represents the minimum signal strength.

The program defaults to a standard color scheme if no file is ever specified or if a filename is given that does not exist.

4.2.5.1.10. Sound Card
This allows one to chose an alternate sound card if one has more than one installed.

4.2.5.1.11. PTT Comm Port Setup
This dialog is used to enable the use of the PC serial port for turning on and off your transmitter. The RTS or DTR signal pins are set high (+8 to +12 volts) when the transmitter is to be activated and are low (-8 to -12 volts) when receiving. See the hardware setup section for details on using these signals for PTT. If no serial port is available, all the selections will be grayed out.

4.2.5.1.12. Sound Card Clock Adjust
This control is used to compensate for soundcards that are not on frequency. If the majority of PSK31 signals you are receiving have a "Clk ppm" value greater than about 1000ppm as displayed on the lower status bar, then you need to increment (or decrement) this adjustment value by roughly the negative of that value.

| No IMD Reading | Clk ppm = 200 | 26 May 2000 02:35 UTC |

Example: If most of the signals you receive are displaying around –1800 as shown above for the "Clk ppm" value, then increment the SoundCard Adjustment value to +1800. Now most of the signals that you receive should be under +/-500ppm.

Remember that the "Clk ppm" value is ONLY valid while receiving a good quality PSK31 signal and it takes 10-20 seconds to get a good average value.

This method makes the assumption that the majority of soundcards on the air are on frequency which appears to be the case in actual monitoring during a busy weekend.

It appears that if a sound card is off it is off by over 2000ppm. Don't be concerned about clock errors under 1000ppm.
4.2.5.2. Rx Level Adjust
Activates your sound card's mixer setting program. In Windows 98 this will bring up the RECORDING menu of the mixer program. If you are using NT or Win95, you will have to manually select the RECORD option in the mixer control to set the receive volume.

4.2.5.3. Tx Level Adjust
Activates your sound card's mixer setting program. In Windows 98 this will bring up the PLAYBACK menu of the mixer program. If you are using NT or Win95, you will have to manually select the PLAYBACK option in the mixer control to set the receive volume.

4.2.5.4. Screen Setup
Several items concerning the way WinPSK displays text can be modified to suit the user. Fonts, size and color can all be selected for the RX and TX edit windows.

4.2.5.4.1. Receive Text Font
The following dialog is used to select the receive text window font and color. Many fonts are not suitable for PSK31 and may not contain the correct ASCII characters.
4.2.5.4.2. Transmit Text Font

The following dialog is used to select the font and color for text that has yet to be transmitted. Many fonts are not suitable for PSK31 and may not contain the correct ASCII characters.

4.2.5.4.3. Sent Text Font

The following dialog is used to select the font and color for text that has already been transmitted. As text is sent to the transmitter, its font is changed in order to distinguish it from text that has been typed ahead and not yet sent.

Also this font color is used in the receive window to distinguish between received and transmitted text. (The receive window font is used, just the color is changed.)
4.2.5.4.4. Background colors

Both the receive text window and transmit text window's background color can be selected using the following dialog box. Some care must be exercised to make sure the font color has good contrast against this background color.

![Color dialog box]

4.2.6. Clear Rcv Menu Item

This menu item will clear (permanently) the contents of the receive edit window. It can also be activated by pressing Alt-R.

4.2.7. Clear Xmit Menu Item

This menu item will clear (permanently) the contents of the transmit edit window. It can also be activated by pressing Alt-X.

4.2.8. Tx Tune Menu

This control will turn on the transmitter and output a single frequency tone. This can be used to tune one's transmitter for best SWR, etc.

Note: This is NOT a useful test signal for setting one's audio output level for minimum IMD. The PSK31 “idle” tones should be used for that. They can be generated by pressing the F12 Rx/Tx button and then not typing any characters. A steady two-tone signal is then generated.

Pressing the TX Tune menu item while it is already in the Tune mode will turn it off.

4.2.9. Send File

Pressing this brings up a file selection menu. Selecting a text file will place the contents of that text file into the TX window. All of the macro keywords are available to use in a text file to be transmitted. This gives an almost infinite number of alternate macros to use.

4.2.10. Help Menu

This menu accesses this document or an "about box" that gives the program version information.
4.3. PSK31 Receiver Controls

4.3.1. Receive Text Window

This edit box is used to display PSK31 text as it is received and to display transmitted text after it has been sent. A different font color can be used to distinguish the two types of text.

The edit box is READ ONLY. This means you cannot type, drag, or paste text into this edit window. You can copy, drag, or save text FROM this box.

The "Auto Text Select" mode allows call signs and names to be entered into their respective edit boxes with a simple double-click of the left mouse button over the word in the Rx window. This feature is useful for snagging a call sign or name from the received text and placing it into the appropriate edit box.

If not using the "Auto Text Select" mode, text can be selected by double clicking in the desired word. It will become highlighted and you may copy this into the clipboard (Ctrl-C) or drag it to the transmit edit box, the "Their call" edit box, or into another application.

When the text is selected, you have about 10 seconds to act upon it or it will deselect itself and the receive window will go back to normal operation. This prevents the user from accidentally leaving some text highlighted which prevents normal PSK31 text reception.

The entire edit box can be erased (permanently) using the Clear Rcv menu item or press (Alt-R).

The top window shows some received text in green. The yellow text is text that has been sent (including the timestamp information). The bottom window is the Transmit text window with text that has NOT been sent yet in red.

4.3.2. Signal Display Window

The Signal display window is a graphical screen that is used for displaying various signal views of the received or transmitted signal. Different views are selected by using the labeled TABs at the top of the display area.

4.3.2.1. Spectrum View

The Spectrum view is probably the most useful of the signal displays. The amplitude versus frequency of the incoming receiver audio is displayed giving the user a way to see all the various signals...
within most of the audio bandwidth of the receiver. The 10 vertical gradient lines on the screen each represent 10 dB steps in amplitude.

This display also has a dotted vertical cursor that represents the current PSK31 receiver center frequency. The mouse cursor changes to a cross while in the signal view screen area. If one left clicks the mouse button, the dotted vertical line will move to the new frequency under the mouse cursor. If the frequency cursor is close to a signal and AFC is enabled, the cursor will move and try to center itself onto the closest signal. If the signal is a PSK31 signal, decoding will begin.

A zoom control at the bottom of the screen can be used to look at smaller or larger areas of the spectrum. The spectrum display will zoom about the current frequency cursor position. If possible, it will also center the display around the frequency cursor as well. The lowest and highest displayed frequencies for the current zoom settings are displayed at the bottom of the screen.

A check box labeled “Slow” can be activated that will smooth out the spectral display. The downside of the slower display is that fast changing signals will not be seen and the spectrum will “Smear” if the transceiver frequency is changed while viewing.

A mini vector display appears in the upper left corner to aid in finding PSK31 signals.

Right clicking the mouse cursor will change the receive frequency just like the left button, but will also "rewind" the received audio data about 25 seconds allowing one to go back in time and decode any signal that was received in the last 25 seconds or so. This feature is more useful in the waterfall view described below.

4.3.2.2. Waterfall View

The waterfall view is like the main spectrum view except that the amplitude of the input signal is displayed as the brightness/color of one horizontal line of the display. The stronger the amplitude the brighter the display (color shifts from blue to cyan to yellow to white with increasing amplitude). Also as time marches on, each horizontal frequency sample line shifts down and a new one is placed at the top. The affect is like a waterfall, where the signals seem to be cascading down the screen.

A PSK31 signal will produce a fairly narrow “snail trail” down the screen that can be used for tuning on just as with the spectrum screen using the mouse and dotted line frequency cursor and zoom controls. The advantage of this display is that it gives a history in time of the signal over the last several seconds. The disadvantage is that it is difficult to judge the signal intensity just using its screen brightness and color.

A mini vector display appears in the upper left corner to aid in finding PSK31 signals. A smaller spectrum view is also shown at the top of the waterfall.

Right clicking the mouse cursor will change the receive frequency just like the left button, but will also "rewind" the received audio data to the spot where the mouse cursor is located. This allows one to go back in time and decode any signal that was received in the last 25 seconds or so.
4.3.2.3. Vector View

The superimposed vector view is useful for determining if a signal is a PSK31 signal and what mode is being used. The following examples show what various signals look like on the vector display and what they mean.

- **Properly tuned BPSK Signal**.
- **Properly Tuned QPSK Signal**.
- **BPSK or QPSK “idle” Signal**.
- **Un-modulated carrier**.
- **BPSK Signal too low in frequency**.
- **BPSK Signal too high in frequency**.
- **QPSK Signal too low in frequency**.
- **QPSK Signal too high in frequency**.
4.3.2.4.  Input View

The Input view is a scope like view of the raw input signal. The vertical axis is amplitude and the horizontal axis is time. On strong PSK31 signals you may catch a glimpse of the sine shaped signal pulse. The primary use of this view is to adjust the receiver/soundcard input level. If the input levels are too high, the displayed signal turns red. One should adjust the level so that signal peaks don't reach the red state level.

4.3.2.5.  Sync View

The sync view shows a histogram of the internal signal used to determine the center of the received bit. An elongated line marks the sample that WinPSK is using which is at the peak of the histogram. This display is useful because it can indicate whether the incoming signals bit clock is off frequency (or the users soundcard is off frequency).

If the bit center position is drifting across the screen about every 15 seconds or so, then either the user's or the senders soundcard is probably off frequency. The program will still receive data but with some degradation. One can go to the General Setup Menu and compensate for off frequency soundcards.

4.3.3.  RX Frequency Control

The RX frequency edit control consists of a small edit box where a new frequency can be typed in, or the frequency can be moved up or down using the spin controls just to the left of the edit box. When
typing in a new frequency, the new number will not take affect until the cursor has moved out of the edit box by clicking somewhere else on the screen.

Turn AFC off if you wish to manually adjust the receive frequency. Clicking the mouse left button while the cursor is in one of the spectral displays will change the RX frequency to the value under the mouse cursor position in the spectrum.

The vertical yellow dotted receive frequency cursor will reflect the value of the new RX frequency.

**4.3.4. AFC Selection**

This control activates the Automatic Frequency Control function. It is activated by clicking on the control or pressing the up/down arrow keys. WinPSK will try to adjust the receive frequency to the center of the PSK31 signal.

Distorted PSK31 signals due to propagation or poor transmitting stations may not allow the AFC to lock correctly at their center frequency. If this happens, then deactivating the AFC and manually tweak the RX frequency spin controls until the signal is tuned in correctly as indicated by the little vector display in the signal view screen.

**4.3.5. Program Start/Stop Control**

A control button next to the Rx/Tx control button is used to start and stop the program operation. This feature is needed to be use wave files as input and output instead of the usual soundcard. The button toggles the program ON and OFF by clicking on it.

If the program is stopped, the RX/TX button is grayed out and the Start/Stop button is a green arrow. Clicking on it will start the program.

If the program is running, the Start/Stop button is a red block. Clicking on it will stop the program.

**4.3.6. PSK31 Mode Selection**

Two PSK31 modes may be selected using the check boxes at the lower left part of the screen.
BPSK---Binary PSK mode that does not have forward error correction but is probably the most common mode on the bands. It can be identified by it's two vertical lines in the "Vector" signal view window.

QPSK---Quadrature PSK mode that has forward error correction but is a little harder to tune. It can be identified by it's two vertical lines and two horizontal lines in the "Vector" signal view window. It is also sideband sensitive. If you need to use lower sideband, then check the "Use Lower Sideband" box in the "General Setup" menu.

4.3.7. Squelch/Quality Control

The squelch control can be used to set a signal quality threshold and inhibit reception until the signal exceeds a specified level. This can reduce a lot of "garbage" characters from cluttering up the screen. The control consists of a vertical bar that grows longer from the bottom depending on the signal quality. A small bluish horizontal bar indicates the current squelch threshold. If the signal level exceeds this bar, then the received characters will be shown on the screen. It also changes color from gray to yellow when the squelch opens.

Squelch ON

![Squelch ON]

Squelch OFF

![Squelch OFF]

The squelch threshold is set by simply placing the mouse cursor inside the control at the desired level and clicking the left mouse button. (Don't try to drag the bar, just click to the desired new position.)

Before left clicking.

![Before left clicking]

After left clicking.
4.4. PSK31 Transmit Controls

4.4.1. Transmit Text Window
The transmit edit box is where text is typed, pasted, or dragged to be transmitted. As characters are transmitted, a user selectable font and color can be used to distinguish the sent text from text that has not yet been sent.

If a macro is invoked, it will place it's text in this edit box as well. Text cannot be copied or dragged FROM this edit box. Text can be selected in the middle of the message and new text pasted or deleted but is not recommended since it can mess up the transmitted text order. If you make a mistake in typing, the backspace key should be used to delete and then retype the text. This works even if the text has already been sent. A backspace character will be sent so the receiving end will get the corrections as well.

The entire edit box can be erased (permanently) using the Clear Xmit menu item or press (Alt-X).

4.4.2. PTT Button
This is the main control for toggling between the transmit and receive mode of operation. The user can click on it with the mouse or hit the F12 key to switch between modes. An "LED" like indicator blinks red while transmitting and is a solid green when receiving.

Changing from Transmit to Receive is performed by pressing the flashing Tx button. The button will then change to a flashing "Finish" state which means that the transmitter is finishing sending any remaining text and CW ID. Pressing the button again while in this state will immediately abort the transmission without waiting for remaining characters.

If the "TUNE" button is activated, the PTT button displays this state and the LED turns RED indicating the transmitter is active but just sending a steady carrier for tuning purposes.

4.4.3. TX Frequency Control

The TX frequency edit control can take on two different modes. Clicking on the button just below the AFC checkbox will toggle between either the direct transmit frequency or a mode where an offset frequency from the Rx frequency can be specified.

The TX frequency edit control consists of a small edit box where a new frequency can be typed in, or the frequency can be moved up or down using the spin controls just to the left of the edit box. The new frequency will not affect while transmitting.

When typing in a new frequency, the new number will not take affect until the cursor has moved out of the edit box by clicking somewhere else on the screen.
The Tx Offset mode is useful for transceivers that may have an offset of several Hz between the transmit and receive frequency. This can be entered into the edit box and the program will remember this offset and adjust the transmit frequency relative to the current Rx frequency when transmitting.

### 4.4.4. NET Function

The NET function forces the transmitter to use the current Receiver frequency. The transmitter grabs the latest RX frequency when the PTT control is activated at the beginning of a transmission. At this time, the TX frequency edit box will be updated to the new value as well. If both the transmitting and receiving station have this NET function enabled, there is a tendency for both stations to slide in frequency across the band. If neither station uses the NET function, the affect is operating split frequency, which is not normally desirable.

Perhaps the best solution is for the station that is initiating a contact or calling CQ to leave the NET function off and be the master frequency and let the called station always track the master. The signals can still drift if the "master" transmitter wanders around but at least it is limited to one stations drift which should only be few Hertz. If in doubt, make sure both the AFC and the NET boxes are checked.

### 4.4.5. QSO Information Edit Boxes

The QSO information edit boxes provide a quick means to enter current QSO information for use by the macros. Information such as call sign, name, and general text such as their QTH can be quickly entered into these edit boxes by selecting the text from the Receive window.

#### 4.4.5.1 Their Call Edit Box

The "Their Call" edit box is a small text edit box that is used by the WinPSK macros as the call sign of the station that you are contacting. Any text typed, dragged, or pasted into this box will be transmitted by the macros 'theircall' keyword for the other stations call sign. Probably the easiest way to use this box is to use the "Auto Text" mode where double clicking the left mouse button on a call sign in the Rx Window will automatically place it in the Their Call Box. It will be converted to upper case and used until another call is entered into it. The way the program distinguishes a call sign from a name is by whether the text contains a numeric value.

The text in this box is not saved upon program exit.

#### 4.4.5.2 Their Name Edit Box

The "Their Name" edit box is a small text edit box that is used by the WinPSK macros as the name of the person that you are contacting. Any text typed, dragged, or pasted into this box will be transmitted by the macros 'theirname' keyword for the other stations name. The easiest way to use this box is to use the "Auto Text mode. Double click the left mouse button on the person's name if it appears in the Rx
Window and it will automatically be placed in the Their Name Box. The way the program distinguishes a call sign from a name is by whether the text contains a numeric value. The text in this box is not saved upon program exit.

4.4.5.3 Text Grab Edit Box

The "Text Grab" edit box is a small text edit box that is used by the WinPSK for inserting any small text string such as QTH information. Any text typed, dragged, or pasted into this box will be transmitted by the macros 'textgrab' keyword. The easiest way to use this box is to use the "Auto Text mode. Select the text to be captured using the mouse and holding down the left mouse button. Once selected, just press the right mouse button and it will automatically be placed in the "Text Grab" Box. The text in this box is not saved upon program exit.

4.4.5.4 Auto Text Select

Checking this button enables the auto text feature for capturing text from the RX window. Disabling it allows normal clipboard text selection.

4.4.5.5 Clear QSO Info

Pressing this button will clear the "Their call", Their Name", and "Text Grab" edit boxes.

4.4.6. Macros

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Re-Click on Macros to Edit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1=QSO Start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2=QSO BTU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3=QSO Final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4=CQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5=Drag File</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Macro Set = 1

Forty WinPSK Macros are available to aid in transmitting commonly used text phrases and for performing some program control functions such as sending a CW ID and terminating the transmission. After a macro has been set up, just by clicking on a macro button( or pressing F1 - F10), a user defined text string can be sent without having to type it each time.

Ten macros are active at any one time and their title is displayed along with their associated activation Function key. Pressing the left or right arrow buttons(or pressing F11) allows the user to activate another independent "set" of macros. There are four sets available giving a total of 40 macros. A Home key gives a quick way to return to the first set of macros.

If the mouse cursor is left motionless on any of the macro buttons, a help string pops up displaying the macro text. This is useful for identifying macros without having to enter their setup menu.
4.4.6.1. Macro Setup

The following menu pops up if you RIGHT-Click the mouse on the macro button you wish to examine or modify.

The top edit box is where you can place a short name for this macro that will show up on the macro button. The big edit box is where you just type in the text you wish to send when the macro button is pressed. It has a 200 character limit. For long macro text, use a separate text file and the <filename.txt> keyword.

Eight keywords are used to insert special commands into the text. These keywords MUST be surrounded by single quote marks and MUST be all lower case. They perform the following functions:

'mycall' will place the Users call sign that was entered during program setup into the text stream.
'theircall' will place any text that was placed in the "Their Call" edit box into the text stream.
'theirname' will place any text that was placed in the "Their Name" edit box into the text stream.
'textgrab' will place any text that was placed in the "Text Grab" edit box into the text stream.
'start' will force WinPSK to start the transmitter and send any text in the TX text window.
'stop' will force WinPSK to stop the transmitter after the remaining text in the TX text window has been sent.
'cwid' will force WinPSK to add a CW id at the end of the current transmission.
'datetime' will place the time and date into the text stream.

Text files can also be sent by placing the filename in the macro text box encompassed with the < and > characters such as <brag.txt>. Don’t get too carried away with this function. A large text file could take a long time to send. The text file can be created using any text editor such as notepad. Keywords are now recognized if they are INSIDE the text file. Also you can have several files in one macro. Example: 'start'<file1.txt><file2.txt>'stop'

Note: The text files MUST reside in the directory where WinPSK.exe file is located. Path names are not allowed in the filename.

There is some help located on the macro setup menu that shows some examples and also all the keywords that are supported.

4.4.6.2. Macro Use

Once a macro has been setup, it’s best to try it out before going on the air to make sure it does what you want. When a macro button is clicked, its text is immediately placed in the TX text window.
transmission. If not in the transmit mode, you must activate the PTT button (F12) to start the text transmission or use the 'start' keyword in the macro itself.

### 4.5. Status bar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMD &gt; 20</th>
<th>Clk ppm = 0</th>
<th>Percent Complete = 5%</th>
<th>29 Jul 2001  19:30:48 UTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The bottom line of the program contains the UTC time and date, soundcard clock error and IMD reading. If a wave file is being processed, it displays the percentage of completion.

#### 4.5.1 IMD Readings

One of the problems with PSK31 transmission is that most amateurs do not have the test equipment needed to measure the distortion in their transmitted signals. A spectrum analyzer is required to accurately measure the distortion products present in the transmitted signal. Currently one must rely on received signal reports to determine the quality of their signals. One method used is to calculate the IMD (InterModulation Distortion) on the received signal. Although not the ideal way, this method can be useful if one is aware of the limitations to this method.

If one examines the PSK31 idle signal, it can be shown that the constant phase change of 180 degrees and the cosine shaped envelope of the signal generates two tones that are at the PSK31 center frequency +/- 15.625Hz. These tones can be used to measure the IMD of a transmitter.

The following shows a PSK31 idle signal with a center frequency of 100Hz. The two tones are at 100 +/- 15.625Hz or 84.375Hz and 115.625Hz.

![Pure PSK31 Idle Signal](image)

The third order product frequencies are (2F1 – F2) and (2F2-F1) or 53.125Hz and 146.875Hz. The following shows a PSK31 idle signal with some 3rd (and 5th) order IMD.

![Third Order IMD](image)

By measuring the power difference between the original tones and the 3rd order IMD tones, one can provide a measurement as to how much distortion is on the signal. In this case, the IMD is –40dB since the original tones are at 0dB and the 3rd order tones are at –40dB.
This works well with a strong received signal but look what happens if the signal is weak in the presence of noise.

Note that if one measures the signal level at the 3\textsuperscript{rd} order frequencies, then erroneous results are obtained because the noise level is higher than the distortion product. An IMD reading of –20dB will be obtained even though the signal is actually –40dB.

This is why it is important that the received signal be well above the noise floor before trying to obtain an IMD reading. Another factor is the HF propagation effects that also introduce errors into this measurement method. Remember, IMD readings are ONLY valid when the PSK31 "idle" signal is being sent.

Even though the IMD measurement is actually a negative number, WinPSK displays it as positive to eliminate confusion over whether a number is higher or lower. The bigger the positive IMD number the better the IMD.
4.6. Tool Bar

This tool bar, which can be hidden using the view menu item, contains tools for copying, cutting, and pasting to the clipboard. The RX text file save menu can also be activated as well as help from here.

4.7. Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists most of the keyboard shortcuts that can be used with WinPSK. Some are inoperable or have different meanings depending upon where in the program the user is.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>→</td>
<td>Move to next highest frequency signal peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>←</td>
<td>Move to next lowest frequency signal peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Enable the AFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Disable the AFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page UP</td>
<td>Increase Signal view ZOOM factor by one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page DN</td>
<td>Decrease Signal view ZOOM factor by one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl+A</td>
<td>Select ALL in the RX text Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl+C</td>
<td>Copy any selected text into the clipboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl+P</td>
<td>Brings up a print menu but does not print anything</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl+S</td>
<td>Brings up RX Text Window file save menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl+V</td>
<td>Pastes clipboard contents into activeText window.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl+X</td>
<td>Cuts selected text into clipboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrl+Z</td>
<td>Undo last clipboard operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt+T</td>
<td>Turns on TX tune mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt+E</td>
<td>Brings up Edit Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt+F</td>
<td>Brings up File Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt+H</td>
<td>Brings up Help Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt+R</td>
<td>Clears(permamently) all text in the RX Receive text window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt+S</td>
<td>Brings up Settings Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt+V</td>
<td>Brings up View Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt+X</td>
<td>Clears(permamently) all text in the TX Receive text window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt+N</td>
<td>Brings up transmit text file window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt+TAB</td>
<td>A windows hot key useful for flipping between programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-F10</td>
<td>Invoke corresponding Macro in current set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F11</td>
<td>Increments through the Macro Sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12</td>
<td>Toggles the Transmit/Receive Button</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Operation Hints and Tips

The best way to get familiar with WinPSK is to start playing with it and clicking away on things. In actual operation, learning to use the left, right, arrow keys for moving to the receive signal frequency is very handy. There usually is never a need to touch the mouse to be able to tune in a PSK31 signal.

The actual Transmit/Receive frequency is your USB radio dial frequency setting plus the audio frequency displayed in WinPSK. If using LSB, you subtract the audio frequency from your dial setting. For example if your transceiver is in the USB mode and reads 14070.00 KHz and your audio frequency is 1500 Hz, then your actual transmit/receive frequency is 14071.50 KHz.

The TX and RX frequencies are limited between 200 and 3500 Hz, however it is best to stay away from the edges because transmitters may have some frequency limitations as well as some soundcards. (This may explain some of the weird asymmetric signals observed from time to time)

Don't send all your text as UPPER CASE letters. PSK31 was designed to send the most commonly used letters such as 'e' and 't' much faster than lesser used letters such as 'z'. Uppercase letters take a LOT longer to send and just slow down your transmission. Type as you would normally and capitalize letters as needed. A common practice is to send call signs in upper case. WinPSK converts your call and "Theircall" to upper case automatically when using macros.

Make sure your PC time and date are set correctly. WinPSK assumes your PC's date, time, and time zone settings are correct.

If you need more screen area, go to the View menu and un check the toolbar and status bar views. This will give a bit more area for the program. Adjust the screen size so the bottom part of the screen does not have a scroll bar since that wastes room as well. Also if try using the small display fonts option in the Window's Display Setup.

Use the drag and drop capability of WinPSK with care. Dragging text into the transmit edit box while transmitting or into the middle of the transmitted text is asking for trouble. It's best to do all the "draggin and dropin" BEFORE starting a transmission. The same goes for pasting text from the clipboard into the TX text window while transmitting. If you must do it, make sure you paste at the end of the text.

Try using the QPSK mode when conditions get rough. In many circumstances, using QPSK will greatly improve reception due to it's error correcting capability. WinPSK was designed to tune in QPSK signals as easily as BPSK.

IMD measurements are only guidelines at best. They are ONLY valid when the incoming signal is VERY strong, only during several seconds of PSK31 "idle" transmission, and the propagation path is free of QSB.
6. Known Problems

The AFC sometimes does not lock precisely on frequency. This seems to happen on signals that are distorted or with lots of multipath distortion. Several PSK31 signals have been observed with asymmetric frequency spectra. Perhaps these signals are generated by being on the sloping edge of the transmitter audio pass band or maybe passing through a soundcard tone control function.

The receive Window scrolling function leaves a lot to be desired. The current line many times goes out of the scroll view. This requires clicking on the scroll bar to get it back inside the view window.

The colors of the receive and transmit text sometimes get mixed up.

7. Further References

Other sources for information on the WEB can be found at: www.PacketRadio.com/psk31.htm
Peter Martinez G3PLX. "PSK31: A new radio-teletype mode with a traditional philosophy"
Peter Martinez G3PLX. "PSK31 Fundamentals"
Peter Martinez G3PLX. "Description of the Half-Rate QPSK code proposed for the QPSK/FEC Extension to PSK31"
Steve Ford, WB8IMY "PSK31-Has RTTY's Replacement Arrived?" QST May, 1999
The "Official" PSK31 web site is http://aintel.bi.ehu.es/psk31.html
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